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Abstract
A laser-induced fluorescence technique, which is especially suitable
for measuring fluctuating temperatures in cold turbulent flows con-
taining very low concentrations of nitric oxide, is described and
analyzed. Temperatures below 300 K may be resolved with signal-to-
noise ratios greater than 50:'_-., using commercially available, high-
peak-power, tunable dye lasers. The method relies on the two-photon
excitation of selected ro-vibronic transitions in the
NO(A2 E+, v' = 0 •- X 2 H, v" = 0) y-band. The analysis includes the
effects of fluorescence quenching and shows the technique to be
effective at all densities below ambient:. Signal-to-noise ratio
estimates are based on a preliminary measurement of the two-photon
absorptivity for a selected rotational transition in the NO y(0,0)
band.
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I. Introduction
The spectroscopic measurement of temperature fluctuations with
adequate temporal and spatial resolution in unsteady gas dynamics
processes has been an elusive objective in spite of the dependence
of many spectroscopic features on the sample temperature. Modern
reviews of the subject l-3 offer no suitable techniques for unsteady
environments regardless of whether they are considering low
temperature turbulent flows or high-temperature combustion. The
absence of practical techniques persists for a variety of underlying
reasons. Typically, older methods, such as optical pyrometry, absorp-
tion, and line-reversal spectroscopy, 2 are all spatially averaged tech-
niques (along the line of sight) and, thus, are of limited useful-
ness even when they can be implemented with high-frequency response.
Modern methods include electron-beam fluorescence, 3,4 laser Raman
scattering, l•5 coherent wave mixing, 6 and laser-induced fluores-
cence7 ; but most of these techniques also hale limited application
in unsteady environments. For example, electron-beam fluorescence
has been applied successfully at low densities where electron scatter-
ing and fluorescence quenching are minimized, but few unsteady flow
processes of interest occur at low densities. Laser Raman scattering
is best applied at high densities, but its application has been
restricted by the very small Raman scattering cross sections.
Consequently, signal averaging is often required to obtain
adequate measurement accuracy at the expense of temporal information..
F,
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Without signal averaging, the increased laser intensities required
to produce scattering signals in excess of the unavoidable photon-
statistical noise generally exceed the limits imposed by electric
breakdown. $
 In addition, most techniques for resolving the Raman
spectrum are sensitive to temperature variations only at mean values
greater than 500 K, making the method interesting for hot combus-
tion environments at very high densities, but not for cold turbulent
flows typical of fluid mechanical studies.
Two recently developed approaches that, at first, appear prom-
ising for practical temperature measurements in unsteady environ-
ments are those based on coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)6
and a variety of methods using laser-induced fluorescence (e.g.,
Ref. 7). However, all of the specific techniques known to us that
have been demonstrated or proposed to date allow the discrimination
of temperature variations only for mean values greater than 1000 K,
principally because they seek to maximize signal levels by using
low spectral resolution. The results are then sensitive only to
vibrational band shape and are limited to temperatures of the order
of the characteristic vibrational temperature, hwe/k, where we is
the vibrational constant of the molecule being probed. Coherent
wave mixing techniques6 suffer added difficulties due to the prac-
tical aspects of producing and maintaining two or more coherently
correlated high-power laser beams and the associated signal noise
induced by their uncorrelated mixing.
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Applications of laser-induced fluorescence also require careful
consideration of some fundamental aspects. Those of primary importance
include: (1) the provision of a molecular species with excitation and
fluorescence transitions of sufficient strength and suitable accessi-
bility to available laser frequencies; (2) the method of resolving
spectral features with sufficient detail and freedom of noise or
scattered light to accurately infer a temperature; and (3) an account-
ing of the effects of fluorescence quenching and radiative trapping in
a manner that unambiguously allows temperature and density fluctua-
tions to be isolated from one another and the results to be simply
interpreted. The difficulty in achieving all of these criteria often
discourage the use of seemingly attractive fluorescence schemes in an
unsteady environment.
Our interest has been centered primarily on the measurement of
fluctuating temperatures in cold turbulent flows, an application
excluded by even the most feasible methods described above because
of the low temperatures typically involved. Usually, such flows
are produced in unheated wind tunnels where a high-density gas
expands from ambient temperatures to values as low as 100 K. Sensi-
tive measurements in that range, using spectroscopic methods, demand
that rotational line spectra be used because rotational energy dif-
ferences are typically in the range, hB e/k = 2 to 80 K, where Be
is the molecular rotational constant. Fortunately, rotational
temperatures can be obtained even in the presence of prominent
4
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quenching by measuring the relative populations of rotational states
in the molecular ground vibronic level and using their ratio in the
Boltzmann equation. The only implicit assumptions required are
that the rotational states being excited are quenched equally and
that the ground-state rotational 	 are at local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium in the sampling volume. These assumptions are
justified in most cases by noting first that the dependence of
quenching on rotational quantum number is usually small. 9110 How-
ever, careful consideration must be given to those molecules with
the smaller ratios of the fundamental vibrational and rotational
constants, we/Be (e.g., H2 ). 11 Second, one can show that molecular
rotation may be considered in thermodynamic equilibrium with the
bulk mixture at least in all nonreacting flows except the most rapid
nozzle expansions to very low densities because, for most molecules,
only a few collisions are required for rotational energy transfer.12
In this paper, we describe an effective and practical means of
measuring relative rotational state populations that depends on the
pulsed two-photon excitation of the NO(A2E+, v' = 0 *- X 2H, v" = 0)
y-band and its subsequent fluorescence. Nitric oxide is rotationally
simple and often a constituent in combustion processes of interest.
For cold flows, it may be added as a seed gas in very low concentra-
tions and still provide adequate signals (as we shall show). A
second major purpose of this paper, in addition to describing the
advantages of two-photon excitation and to analyzing the feasibility
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of its use for fluctuating temperature measurements, is to present
a pragmatic and unified formulation for quantitatively describing
two-photon fluorescence excitation in this application. During the
course of these studies, we have encountered a variety of theoreti-
cal formulations 13-21 that, while generally correct, are not all
unambiguously applied to the experimental conditions at hand. For
example, the parameters used to evaluate the two-photon absorptivity
of a given medium are given in several forms ranging from the third-
order susceptibility (with a disparity of numerical constants) to a
cross section per incident photon flux. Because of the variety of
analytic approaches and notation, their relationship to one another
is not always easily decided. Although this situation is not
entirely distinct from that still existing for single-photon inter-
actions, the clearly undesirable aspect of the two-photon absorptivity
parameter that appears most frequently in the literature 13 is its
implicit dependence on the conditions of the experiment as well as
on the molecular properties of the medium. In particular, the effects
of laser spectral width are often omitted from the definition of the
parameter, leaving its use in a specific application at the risk of
the experimentalist. In other cases, not all formulations clearly
isolate the possible strong effects of phase coherence in the incident
laser radiation. We have attempted to unify these considerations and
to define their importance for this application.
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In the sections to follow, we first describe the temperature
measurement concept and the experimental approach considered to
implement it. A formulation for quantitatively analyzing the
experiment is then developed from a view in which the constraints
on its application are emphasized. The analysis is first applied
to the interpretation of a preliminary two-photon absorptivity
measurement in NO that provides an absolute measure of the subse-
quent fluorescence energy produced in a general environment. The
results are compared to a literature value obtained with a much
different technique. 22 Finally, estimates are made of the antici-
pated signal-to-noise ratios that may be achieved in low-temperature
supersonic flows. The equivalence of our formulation to several
others in the literature is defined in the Appendix.
II. Temperature Measurement Concept
Two-photon absorption by NO (A2 E+ , v' = 0 <- X2H, v" = 0) has
been shown to produce easily detected fluorescence from the ultra-
violet Y-bands when induced by commercially available tunable dye
lasers . 23-28 When compared to its single -photon counterpart, the
two-photon spectrum has some useful differences in its rotational
line structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, OJ = ±2
transitions are allowed by two-photon interactions, leading to
eight additional rotational branches. Many lines in the outer
S(AJ = +2) and O(AJ = -2) branches are more dispersed and less
^a
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overlapped than any in the single-photon spectrum. The isolation
of a single rotational transition, using a laser spectral width as
large as 0.5 cm 1 , is easily accomplished even in the presence of
substantial collisional broadening. Similar features are not avail-
able for single-photon transitions.29
The use of two-photon absorption to obtain a rotational tem-
perature is illustrated in Fig. 2. Two individual transitions
originating from different rotational levels of the ground elec-
tronic and vibrational state are each induced by single laser
pulses tuned to half of their respective transition energies. The
required laser wavelengths, near 450 nm, are conveniently obtained.
The relative energy absorbed by each transition is measured by
monitoring the subsequent broad-band ultraviolet fluorescence in
the range from 225 to 300 nm. Spatial resolution is achieved by
viewing the emission from only a small volume centered on the focal
region of the laser beams. The fluorescence and scattered laser
light are easily separated spectrally by a solar blind photomulti-
plier and a low-pass absorption filter. Since only the ratio of
energies absorbed is required, the redistribution of energy among
rotational levels of the excited vibronic state and their nonradia-
tive quenching has no effect on the measurement, providing the
quenching rates are insensitive to rotational quanttuu number.
Following excitation, the time-integral of the fluorescence signal
is proportional to the absorbed energy. Any capacitive integration
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by a well designed electronic detection system distorte the time-
dependent waveform, but does not change its integral. Thus, ultra-
fast photodetection is not necessarily required.
In our concept, fluorescence from each of the two transitions
is isolated by separating the two excitation pulses slightly in
time. The resulting superimposed waveforms, shown schematically in
Fig. 3, can then be recorded with a single photodetection system,
digitized, and later deconvolved and integrated. An absolute
rotational temperature, Tr , is then obtained through the Boltzmann
relation:
	
J	
I,(t)dt
f 00
 
J	
I2 (t)dt	 esp[(-bwl - h w2) /kTr l ,	 (1)
	
0	 0
where Ii (t) is the time-dependent fluorescence signal, and bwi
is the energy of each transition. The remaining sections of this
paper are devoted to evaluating the proportionality constant implied
by Eq. (1).
A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.
A single Nd-YAG laser, with its output tripled to 355 nm, pumps two
grating-tuned dye laser systems. An optical delay separates the
dye laser pulses in time. The two dye laser beams are then spatially
combined and passed first through a reference cell. The reference-
cell signal provides a measure of the pulse-to-pulse variations in
signal due to the lasers and allows normalization of the test
chamber measurements. 'Similar reference-cell applications with
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nonlinear processes de^^ndent on phase coherence have not been very
successful. Its use here emphasizes a distinct advantage of this
incoherent fluorescence technique.
III. Theoretical Description
The primary aspects of two-photon absorption have been thoroughly
described in the literature, 13-18 including physically precise formu-
lations in terms of the density matrix that account for the effects
of coherence, strong fields, and resonant intermediate states.19 -21
In this section, we take a more heuristic view intended only to
identify the physical aspects of the process that are important to
this application and to qualify the formulation used to describe
them. Our considerations shall be limited to cases in which resonant
intermediate states do not exist, the field strength is sufficient
only to induce two-photon-resonant absorption, and, consequently,
the effects of coherence are important only in the phase correlations
of the field itself. Our formulation is also specialized to cases in
which the duration of the laser pulse is short compared with. the
fluorescence decay time including the effects of quenching, but long
compared with the collisional dephasing time. This condition allows
the excitation and decay processes to be decoupled and a rate-
equation description of the molecular response to be used. The
effects of saturation and finite spectral widths are then intro-
duced in a manner similar to the treatment for single-photon
10
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interactions. The special features of Doppler-free two-photon
absorption17 are not considered because the added experimental com-
plication is not required to achieve the spectral resolution or
absorptive coupling necessary in this application. At the higher
densities common in wind -tunnel environments, homogeneous line
broadening precludes the benefits of Doppler •-free spectroscopy
entirely. However, the influence of focusing will be considered
for a simple example to illustrate its experimental importance.
A. Microscopic Aspects of Two-Photon Absorption
Consider the near-resonant interaction of two-photons with
angular frequencies, w i and w2 , and a molecular system, originally
in the lower state 10, excited to the upper state ( u) where
hwl + hW2 = E  - EC All other states of the system, with transi-
tion energies far from resonance with the radiative field, are rep-
resented by the group 1m). Ignoring any spectral bandwidths for the
moment, two Fourier components of the electric field may be repre-
sented classically by
^(r,t) = Re(ej^je iw lt + e2C2e iw2tJ
where the unit vectors ei define the polarization of each compo-
nent and all amplitudes and polarizations are assumed to be slowly
varying relative to the instantaneous field. The molecular system
as it is driven by the field may then be represented by a time-
4.
dependent wave function, ^(r,t), with coupling through electric-dipole
rk:.	 - ..
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interactions. The electric-dipole moment of each field component,
u = -er, then leads to the interaction Hamiltonian, 11 _ -ui^i - U292•
Fundamentally, a two-photon absorption process can then be charater-
ized by the time-averaged probability per molecule for the system to
reside in the upper state ju); viz.,
PuR	 I( ul^(r,t)) 12 .	 (2)
where the over-bar denotes a time-average. An analytic form of the
wave function is often obtained using a second-order perturbatict
solution s ° of Schrodinger's equation or the equivalent time-
evolution operators. 30 By retaining only those terms selected by
the near-resonance condition, w., - ws - w 2 -> 0 where wut is the
transition frequency, the steady-state result obtainL:.d is
	
Pub -
	 (16h I(w 't)w;(r'W2)2 + YZ IM Z12.	 (3)
uQ	 u
with tl..: strength of the interaction determined by the molecular
transition moments through the term
IuIU 2 10(mlus1ti^	 (ulullm)(mlu2IR)	 2
	
IMuQI
2 _ 
m	 h(wmt - wl)	 + h(wmk - w2)	
(4)
Field polarization effects in Eq. (4) manifest themselves only in
transitions where no change in angular momentum occurs. In the case
of NO y-band transitions, field polarization has no influence on
the relative rotational line strengths of any branches because of
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the difference in orbital angular momentum between initial and
final electronic states.28
To obtain the semiclassical solutions represented by Eq. (3),
a damping term characterized by the coefficient y  was added phe-
nomenologically to the Schrodinger equation, leading to an important
implication in the application of this theory to a real experiment.
The fact that Eq. (3) results from a steady-state solution in which
the field amplitudes are constant requires that the use of Eq. (3)
be limited to experiments in which the laser pulse duration At 
is long compared with the dephasing time of the upper state, 1/Yu'
An indicator of the dephasing time is the homogeneous spectral width
Aout , so that our treatment may be considered valid only for
At  >> 2fl/AwUR" As an example, for a typical laser pulse duration
of 5 ns, Eq. (3) is roughly applicable only for conditions in which
the transition homogeneous spectral width exceeds 0.01 cm-1 . Since
collision-broadened line widths for NO y-bands at 300 K are approxi-
mately 1 cm 1 /atm, 31,32 we can then expect validity only for pres-
sures greater than =10 torr at 300 K.
A second important consideration in the use of Eq. (3) for an
experimental analysis arises by noting that the time-averaged prod-
uct of the instantaneous fields must be computed considering the
field coherence. 33 Yet, experimentally, we know only the amplitudes
1,12 and 1 2 1 2 • Glauber 34 introduced a second-order correlation
13
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function to deal with the effect that can
lent classical form as
G(2) 
	 JE(r,t)C*(r,t + T) I 2>/ ^I 112> ^1 9 2 1 2 > .
	 (5)
The angle-brackets now denote the use of a statistically defined
and ensemble-averaged field with fluctuations described in terms of
a prescribed coherence time. In general, for chaotic fields,
G( 2) = 2. Examples include the field from a multimode laser with
independently oscillating modes or the combined field from two
uncorrelated laser sources. Conversely, for a single-mode laser,
G(2) = 1, and for a mode-locked laser, G (2) takes values equal in
magnitude to the number of coupled modes. Furthermore, the correla-
tion is altered when the absorption of a chaotic field is signifi-
cant, causing G (2) to approach unity for the emerging beam. 35 To
specifically isolate the experimentally dependent effects we there-
fore rewrite Eq. (3) in the form:
4H 3 IM 12
Put
	 h2c2n n g(wuk - w
l - w2)G (2) Il(wl)I2(w2) , (6)
Yu 	 1 2
where n l and n2 are the refractive indices at frequencies w l and
W2, respectively, and the field intensities have been defined
according to I i (wi) = (cni /8II)1^ i 1 2 . We have also introduced the
normalized line shape function g(wuk - w l - w2 ) written as an
example for homogeneously broadened transitions,
1	 Yu
g(wuk - w l - w2 ) = II (
wuk - 
wl - w2 ) 2 + Yu
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The significance of field coherence on two-photon absorption was
demonstrated experimentally by Krasinski et al. 36 Their work illus-
trates that uncertainties due to the effect are conveniently avoided
by accepting the tendency of most lasers to oscillate on multiple
longitudinal modes. The resulting value of G(2) ^ 2 then remains
fixed when the absorption is weak and provides twice the absorption
obtained with a correlated beam.
A two-photon absorption cross section can be defined by noting
that in steady state the power loss and power gain for the molecular
system are equal. To define each, the energy per unit volume
deposited into state lu) is described by
Eu = bw N SCPuR '	 (7)
where NQ is the number density of state IV. Then, an expression
for power gain that is dependent on a two-component field of inten-
sity I 1 (W 1 ) + I2 (W2) can be written as
r
/ dEu 1
dt J
	 = CY N^[I1(WO + I2(W2)) ,	 (8)
\ /GAIN
thus defining the cross section, a UZ , Equating Eq. (8) to the power
loss due to damping given by
/dEu
` dt 
LOSS 7-Y
uEu
	(9)
and incorporating Eqs. (6) and (7), a microscopic definition of the
two-photon cross section is obtained as
15
a(2)
uR	 IlI2
ouk	 n l n2 g(wuR - w l - w2)G(2 )	 (10)I1 t 12
where the coefficient characterizing the absorbing medium for a
specific transition is
4II3bw
auk	 tj2c2 
R 
JMu 'Z j2
	 (11)
Note that au2 ) still retains some dependence on the field fre-
quencies appearing in Eq, (4). However, within the conditions of
this derivation where all intermediate states are assumed to be far
from resonance (i.e., wmk - W  >> Ym), the dependence of IMuk12 on
frequency over the range of the line-shape function g(w uR - w l - w2)
will be negligible. Thus, a ( k
2) may be regarded as a two-photon
transition strength that is independent of any experimental condi-
tions. Using these results, we -an now examine the macroscopic
aspects of the absorption process in terms of the parameters of
quantitative importance in a laboratory experiment.
B.	 Spectral Intensities
In this section, we emphasize the effects of comparable tran-
sition and laser spectral widths. The practical applications con-
sidered include bulk gas densities in which homogeneous collisional
broadening is a substantial contributor to the transition spectral
width. Then, the use of extremely narrow laser spectral widths
provides only minor enhancements in the absorptive coupling to the
16
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gas, and we may retreat to the simpler experimental arrangement in
which laser spectral widths obtained without intracavity etalons
are acceptable.
To formulate the total rate of energy absorption and to incor-
porate the spectral aspects of the incident field, we define the
spectral intensity I  such that the field intensity in the fre-
quency range w to w + dw at the spatial location z, is Iw(z)dw.
Then, from the results of the previous section, a one-dimensional.
absorption process can be described on a laboratory scale for two
specific frequency components by
az I
wl (z)dw l = -Nt(1 - auk )dutlw11 dwidw2
and
	 (12)
az I
w2 (z)dw2 = -N (l - Sut)autlw21 dw2dw1
where we define the parameters
Sut = 9 Nu/guNR and dut aut)g(wut w l - w2)G(2)
and denote the upper and lower state number densities and degener-
acies as Nu, NO and gu , gt , respectively. Refractive indices
have been set to unity. Equations (12) include the two-photon
stimulated emission term Sat , which is required to describe the
effects of transition saturation. We shall show that saturation
becomes a practical limitation to the maximum fluorescence signal
obtainable and that it can be achieved with commercially available
17
lasers. We also recognize that the field intensities leading to
saturation can exceed the limits for which two-photon absorption is
the only significant energy dissipation mechanism in the interaction
process. However, the treatment of saturation effects here is
intended to indicate the onset of limiting processes rather than to
describe them in detail.
Equations (12) can be integrated over a path length L to give
Iwl(L)
W1 (0)
Iwl (0)dw l - Iw2(0)dw2
Iwl(0)dwl - Iw2(0)da2 exp{L6uRNk(I - 0, )[Iw2(0)dw2 	Iwl(0)dwl]} .
(13)
and similarly for Iw 
2 
(L), but with ca l and w2 notation transposed.
In this application, we are interested in propagation over minimum
path lengths to obtain high spatial resolution. We can control the
effective path length with focusing and the optical depth by reduc-
ing NQ . As a consequence, we can generally create conditions in
which the absorbing medium is optically thin such that
L6ukNQ (1 - 0U9,)Iw(0)dw << 1
for both frequency components. Equation (13) then reduces to:
[Iwl (0) - Iwl (L)]dw l = L6utN 91 (1 - ^uR)Iwl (0)1W2 (0)dwldw2 , (14)
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and similarly for Iw 2 . In an irradiated area, A0 , the total rate
of energy absorption, considering both frequency components, in an
optically thin medium, is then
A0 dt E(w
l ,w2 ) - [Iw 
1 
(0) - I 1w (L)ldwl + [Iw2 (0) - Iw 2 (L)Jdw2
= L6 uRNk (1- sUZ)2Iw 
1 
(0)1W) (0)dw l dw2	(15)
If we now consider the case in which each frequency component
originates from one of two distinguishable laser sources, Eq. (15)
can be used to compute the total rate of energy absorption at all
frequencies in terms of the experimentally known power per unit area
in each beam, PL/A0 and PL /Ao , and the normalized line-shape func-
tions for each beam, gL (W - wl) and gL(wL - w 2). The prime notation
distinguishes one laser source and its parameters from the other. The
spectral intensity in one beam becomes
P
Iw(0)dw - A g(wL - w)dw0
where w  is the laser center-frequency. Integrating Eq. (15) over
all frequencies, the total rate of energy absorption per unit area
is then
A dEt	 La
(
t
2) G (2) Ni 	 Rut) A 2L g ,	 (lb)
0	 0
where
g = 2 
f0 j 
CO 
2g(wul - w l - w2) gL (wL - wl) gL(wL - w2)dw ldw2 .
0	 0
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eThe factor of 2 in the integrald comes from Eq. (15). However, the
range of the integrals has been written to contain each of the func-
tions gL
 and gL twice. Hence, the factor of 1/2 is also required.
An analytically convenient form of g is finally given by
g = J 00 j 00 
g(wuk - w l
 - w2) gL (wL - wl) gL(wL - w2)d(wL - wl)d(wL - w2)
_ _,
(17)
The same formulation is obtained when both frequency components are
contained in a single laser source. In that case, the primed and
unprimed terms are identical.
C. Line-Shape Integrals
Analytic solutions to the line-shape integral g can be obtained
for several interesting cases. The simplest is the case most fre-
quently considered in the literature, 13
 in which the transition
spectral width is very large compared with that of either laser beam.
The normalized line-shape functions of both laser beams may then be
approximated by Dirac delta functions and
g g(wuk - wL - WL)	 (18)
When the finite spectral widths of the laser must be considered, an
analytic solution is possible for Gaussian line-shape functions of
the form
S._^l /2	
00
 - w 2
g(wo - w) = 41^^/n)	 exp - 41n2 ^ Qw ^	 (19)
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where Aw is the full width at half-maximum. Integration of Eq. (17)
then leads to
r	 41n2 /R	 1/2	 (wuQ - wL - wL)
2
g 
L
AW2 + AW 2 + AwL2l	 exp -41n2 Awe + Aw + Awe	 ' (20)
J	 L	 L
where no distinction is necessary regarding beams from separate
sources or from the same source beyond that implied by the notation.
In the latter case, primed and unprimed variables again become iden-
tical. Note from Eq. (20) that, as expected, maximum absorptive
coupling occurs when both incident beams are at resonance (i.e.,
wuk - wL - wL - 0) and their spectral widths are minimized. However,
once the laser spectral widths are less than half of the transition
width (pwL < Owut/2), more than 0.8 of the maximum possible coupling
has been achieved. If signal-to-noise ratio is the significant param-
eter to maximize, then only the root of that value (0.9) is important,
and efforts to further reduce the laser spectral widths will yield
a small return.
D.	 Molecular Dynamics
The previous results are now applied to analyze the nonequilib-
rium response of the two-photon-absorbing medium to a laser pulse.
As stated previously, the laser pulse is assumed to be long compared
with the collisional dephasing time, 2R/Awut , thereby justifying the
use of a rate-equation description. On the other hand, the laser
pulse is considered to be short compared with the fluorescene decay
times including quenching. We can then neglect the presence of
21
upper state decay during excitF
a:
decay processes. This condition is justified for excitation of the
NO y-band system at all low-density conditions in which the absolute
absorptivity is usually measured and for most wind-tunnel conditions,
by noting that the effective fluorescence lifetimes of NO with N2
as a quenching partner10,37 .- for N2 at 0.1 amagat (2.5 x 10 18 /cm3 ) —
is 70 ns, and the laser pulse widths are typically 5 ns. However,
cases for higher density or more efficient quenching partners could
require the opposite assumption in the extreme where the excitation
and decay processes maintain a steady-state equilibrium with one
another. This latter sitatuion is more difficult to treat precisely
because the paths for rotational energy redistribution among the
upper and lower vibronic states and their associated rates must be
described in detail. 38,39 The difference in the two extreme cases
has an effect on the signal-to-noise ratios predicted, but not on
the temperature indicated. Since the latter case is impractical to
analyze when the objective is to measure an absolute two-photon
absorptivity, such measurements would not be made at those condi-
tions. Thus, we choose the former case as the only one of importance
for a quantitative analysis in this application.
With the foregoing assumption, only the specific upper and
lower states selected by resonant absorption are coupled during the
laser pulse. Their populations are related to the energy absorption
rate given by Eq. (16) according to
22
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I
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I
l	
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3
t
	
dN	 dEk __ 1	 T
	
hwuZ dt	 A L dt0
	
dN	 dNR
	
dt	 dt
and
Nu + NR = Nk °(1 + e
-hwuk /kT) f
where Nto is the initial lower-state population number density.
If we restrict our intert:.t only to temperatures where hwuk/kT >> 1
(note: hw up, /k - 64000 K for NO y-bands), and define the parameters
2	 00
QL = g A 2 1 PL (t)PL(t)dt ,	 (24)o	 p
4u1C - h wuR/au2) 	 (25)
we may integrate Eqs. (21) and (22) using Eq. (16). The result gives
the nonequilibrium population densities remaining after the laser
pulse and before the onset of decay as
-(1 -I• gR/gu)QL/4ulC
N /N °	 gk/gu 
+ e
k k
	 1 + gt/gu	 s	 (26)
	
N/Nk = 1 - e 1	 (27)u	 + 
gz/gu 
E. Fluorescence Energy and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Knowing the population densities, the subsequent fluorescence
energy E  from the entire electronic band can be related to the
(21)
(22)
(23)
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experimental parameters QL and Qua . To do that, we define a time-
dependent fluorescence power per unit volume, P f (t), emitted into
4H steradians from the volume A 0 L such that
E  = A 
o 
L f oo P f (t)dt	 (28)
0
The fluorescence power summed over all transitions originating from
the upper electronic state can be written
P f (t) = Nu(t) 
uF, 
Au , R ,hwu , k ,Nu
,/Nu ,	 (29)
where Au , R , is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission.
The summation includes dipole-allowed transitions to all lower states
and accounts for the thermalization of rotational and vibrational
energy in the upper electronic state during the decay period. It
does not include self-absorption and radiative trapping, which, in
the case of NO y(O,O) band excitation at ambient temperature, could
reduce the fluorescence power by a maximum of about 25%, based on
the Franck-Condon factors for the y-band. 40 Experimentally, the
summation in Eq. (29) may be evaluated by defining a ri"s a transition
energy, hwo , and measuring and electronic state fluorescent lifetime
T  such that in the absence of quenching
u'Q' A
u , P ,hwu , R ,Nu ,/Nu = hwo /T f 	(30)
The assumption implicit in Eq. (30) is that the lifetimes of
individual rotational states are equal. When quenching is included,
24
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the effective lifetime, T u , is composed of T  and a collisional
component, T c , also known experimentally. 10 0 37 The three are related
by
1/Tu = 1/T f + l/T c .	 (31)
The upper state population then decays according to
Nu(t) = Nu(0)e-t/Tu 0	 (32)
and the combination of Eqs. (27)-(32) leads to the result,
Ef = AoLNR ° 	
e
hw	 -(1 + gR /gu)QL/QuR,
1 + Tf/Tc 
1 -	 1 + 
gt
/gu	 (33)
The effects of saturation are contained in the bracketed term in
Eq. (33). Th:: two-photon absorptivity parameter, a (2)k , may be con-
veniently evaluated in a laser -induced fluorescence experiment by
operating at laser powers in the linear range where
(1 + gk /gu)QL/Quk << 1. Then, in terms of experimental parameters,
Ef/QL
aut '—` (1 + Tf /TC) A LN °	 (34)
o ^,
Finally, the signal-to -noise ratio SIN, for signals limited by
photon-statistical noise, is (n) 1/2 , where n is the number of
photons detected during the measurement period. In the notation
of Eq. (33)
SIN - (^nEfAto0)1/2 , 	 (35)
where ^ is the efficiency of the collection optics and n is the
quantum efficiency of the photodetector.
V
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F. Focusing Effects
Since the two-photon absorption process has no explicit depen-
dence on phase correlation, the effects of focusing :.ar.r7 be treated
simply in terms of spatial variations in the field intensity. For
	
example, if I(z,r) is the local field intensity of an axisymmetric 	
M
beam, the average power per unit area at any axial location may be
written as
PL211
A @ A(z) f I(z,r)r dr ,	 (36)
0
where A(z) is a characteristic cross section for a given radial
profile. Assuming that both beams in the two-photon process have
the same focusing parameters, the steps leading to Eq. (24) can then
be repeated using Eq. (36) in place of P L /A0. The only change is
a modification to Eq. (24) in which the laser power parameter is
redefined to include the focusing integral 0L according to
QLL
)
 j PL(t)PL(t)dt	 (37)
0	 0
Here, A0 becomes the minimum area at the focal point (z = 0). The
focusing integral has the general form for two-photon processes of
@	 A  `L/2 dz
L	 L J
-L/2  A(z)
where L is the axial length over which fluorescence emission is
observed. A simple example is obtained by choosing a diffraction-
limited Gaussian beam profile where the axial variation through a
(38)
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focal region is given by A(z) - A0 [1+ (z/b) 21. The confocal param-
eter is then b - Ao/a for wavelength, a, and Eq. (37) yields
= arctan(L/2b)	 (3))L	 L/2b 
Note that (D
L --* 1 in the long focus limit (L/2b -* 0) as required
and, thus, is independent of the confocal parameter. However, in
Eq. (33), E  remains dependent on Ao , thus requiring A  to be
known if U( 2 ) is to be measured. Conversely, in the short focus
limit (L/2b + -), 0L -* RAo /L, and E  becomes independent of o
in the linear range of Eq. (33). Since A  is generally difficult
to measure accurately, the short focusing limit becomes a desirable
region for minimizing experimental errors when the objective is to
measure the absolute two-photon absorptivity.
IV. Applications
We have argued that the foregoing analysis in which the excita-
tion and delay processes are decoupled is applicable to conditions
where the fluorescence decay times are long compared with the laser
pulse width. Two applications meeting that criterion for a laser
pulse duration of 5 ns are the measurement of two-photon absorptivity
in a low-pressure, nonflowing cell and the measurement of fluctuating
temperatures in typical supersonic turbulent flows. In this section,
we analyze first the nonflowing cell condition where we have made a
preliminary measurement of the two-photon absorptivity in N0. That
result is then used to predict the signal-to-noise ratios (SIN)
27
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obtainable in a supersonic wind-tunnel environment of general interest.
Finally, the sensitivity of the technique for measuring temperature
is evaluated and used to guide the choice of the most advantageous
spectral features in the NO y-band.
A. Preliminary Absorptivity Measurements
The absolute two-photon absorptivity for the
NO(A2 E+ , v' = 0 +- X2R1/2 1 v" - 0), S11 + R21 0" = 7-1/2) transition
was measured in a nonflowing cell containing 1.0 torr of NO at room
temperature. The S 11 and R21 branches are satellites separated in
energy only by the spin-splitting of their upper states, which is
smaller than the Doppler width. As Fig. 1 indicates, the
J" = 7-1/2 line has the greatest absorptivity in the vibronic
band; Fig. 5 shows that it can be spectrally isolated for line
widths less than 0.5 cm-1 . Given the absorptivity for one line,
the absorptivity of all other rotational transitions in the same
vibronic band can be evaluated using the line intensity factors
determined theoretically for intermediate Hunds coupling by Halpern
et al. 28 We have found that a synthetic spectrum predicted using
Halpern's theory agrees very well with the relative line intensities
obtained experimentally.
The measurement was made using a Molectron DL200 tunable dye
laser pumped by a 400-kW N 2 electric-discharge laser. The 5 ns
Gaussian-like temporal waveform was spatially filtered to provide
a fairly homogeneous beam with a pulse energy of 5-10 pi. An
28
average spectral width of 0.1 cm-1
 was achieved, while retaining
ease in tunability, by operating the grating in seventh order with-
out an intracavity etalon: The broad-band fluorescence was collected
with f/1 quartz optics and imaged through an aperture that limited
observation to a 0.5-mm path length along the laser beam axis
through its focal region. Fluorescence intensity was detected with
a solar-blind photomultiplier system having a response time of 15 ns
and a low-pass absorption filter. The signal, with a decay time of
approximately 150 ns, was integrated and averaged using a box-car
integrator. The integrated output was recorded as the laser was
tuned through the line peak, while a second channel monitored the
long-term variations in average laser power. The collection optics
were calibrated radiometrically by filling; the cell with various
gases up to 1 atm and recording the Rayleigh scattering signal at
266 nm from the fourth harmonic of an Nd-YAG laser. The calibra-
tion included a correction for the spectral response of the detector
system over the range of the NO fluorescence spectrum. The diameter
of the laser beam and, hence, its intensity distribution in the
focal region, was estimated by assuming an axisymmetric Gaussian
•	 profile and focusing through calibrated apertures to find the diam-
eter that transmitted 80% of the beam energy. However, the laser
spatial profile was not entirely homogeneous, making its intensity
distribution one of the most uncertain experimental variables.
Other uncertainties include the method of evaluating the average
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laser power integral, Q  [Eq. (37)], and the measurement of laser
and transition spectral widths. Although we believe that the com-
bined effects of all uncertainties contribute less than a factor of
10 to the absorptivity measured, they can be reduced significantly
with an improved data acquisition method and a laser source having
greater pulse energy and spectral control. For those reasons, 	 R
we regard our measurement as preliminary, although we consider it
to be sufficiently accurate for the evaluation of SIN capabilities
in this study.
An absorptivity, a (2) = 6 X 10-20 cm4 /J, was obtained for the
uk
S 11 + R21 (J" = 7-1/2) transition using Eq. (34) and assuming
quenching rates equal to those measured under similar conditions.10,37
The measurement was found to be properly dependent on the average
laser power and cell pressure. The corresponding matrix element
parameter defined by Eq. (4) is then IMUJ 2 = 6 X 10-52 cm6 . This
value may be compared with the measurement of Hochstrasser et al.22
who used a greatly different experimental approach (with its own
sources of uncertainty) and who report the only other related mea-
surement in NO known to us. They studied the 012 (J" = 6-1/2)
transition and obtained a value of IMUJ 2 = 0.3 x 10-51 cm6 . Using
the appropriate ratio of line intensity factors, 28 our measurement
implies a value of IMuk12 = 3 X 10-51 cm6 for the 012 (J" = 6-1/2)
transition. Thus, we are somewhat assured that the absorptivity
values to be used here are within a reasonable range of the correct
30
value. If the error is a factor of 10, predictions of SIN will be
in error by (10) 1 /2
 and any conclusions regarding the feasibility
of using two-photon excitation to measure temperature will be
unaffected.
B.	 Signal-to-Noise Ratios at Supersonic Wind-Tunnel Conditions
An area of significant interest in modern fluid mechanics is
the characterization of turbulent flows at transonic and low super-
sonic speeds. Nonintrusive measurement of fluctuations in the vari-
ables of state, including temperature, guide the modeling of such
flows. Typically, test conditions involve temperatures below 300 K
and densities in the range of 0.1 amagat. Measurements that can be
made in volumes with the largest dimension less than 1 mm are of
greatest interest. Fluctuation amplitudes can be expected to remain
less than 10% of the mean value, thereby requiring measurements with
SIN substantially greater than 10. Here, we estimate the SIN
limited by photon-statistical noise [Eq. (35)] at typical wind-
tunnel conditions listed in Table I. We have limited the NO con-
centration to 250 ppm to reduce the hazards of toxic gas mixtures
in large-volume wind tunnels and to minimize the loss of signal due
to radiative trapping. We have chosen N2 , rather than air, as the
bulk gas to minimize the effects of quenching and the loss of NO
through oxidation.
The resulting SIN values are shown in Fig. 6 for two focal
diameters in the long-focus regime. Electric breakdown limits are
31
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based on an estimated bre.,
these conditions. 41 The breakdown limit serves only to indicate
the onset of strong field effects not included in this analysis.
It warns that strong field and saturation effects 311 become impor-
tant at about the same power densities, Also included in Fig. 6 is
the SIN for spontaneous rotational Raman excitation of N2 based on
a cross section of 5 x 10-30 cm2 /sr and the favorable but impractical
assumption that the Raman scattering in a single rotational line can
be spectrally isolated using optical elements with 10% transmission.
The practicality of using two-photon fluorescence excitation
to probe individual rotational transitions becomes evident when we
note that several commercially available tunable dye lasers can
exceed 10 mJ of pulse energy at 450 nm. Thus, the levels of SIN
limited by saturation should be attainable with the experimental
configuration shown in Fig. 4. Since the same saturation limits
occur in single-photon excitation, the higher pulse energies required
for two-photon excitation do not impose a penalty in practice. In
fact, the greater difficulty in separating scattered laser light at
single-photon wavelengths from the fluorescence signal will, most
likely, lead to collection optics with much lower efficiency and,
a
hence, lower SIN, even at saturation. As expected, Raman scattering,
even in a highly idealized form, is not a feasible alternative for
measuring fluctuating temperatures. At laser energies giving
SIN > 1, electric breakdown obviates the measurement. Finally, we
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note that the uncertainties in two-photon absorptivity cause a
related uncertainty %in the horizontal (energy scale) position of
the curves in Fig. 6. However, since the uncertainty is believed
to be less than a factor of (10) 1/2 , it will have no effect on the
qualitative conclusions drawn here.
The vertical positions of the curves in Fig. 6 including the
saturation levels depend on the quenching ratio, Tf /Tc. Zacharias
et al. 10 and Asscher and Haas 37 report measured quenching rates for
NO y-band fluorescence at room temperature for a range of pressures.
If we make the rough approximation that quenching rate varies with
density and temperature as does the collision frequency, then we
can summarize the results of Zacharias et al. and Asscher and Haas
for any experimental condition by
a
T f /T C = C a
x
 NT1 /2
NO 
X
where 
ax/aNO is the ratio of quenching cross section for species X
to that for self-quenching of N0, N  is the number of density of
species X, and T is the kinetic temperature. The temperature
dependence in Eq. (40) derives from hard-sphere interactions and is
very approximate. For N  in units of CE73 and T in °K, the
proportionality constant in Eq. (40) is C = 2.5 X 10-18 . From
Asscher and Haas, 37
 we obtain 
aN2 
/a NO - 0.02, a0 
2 
la NO - 0.76, and
estimate a AIR /aNO - 0.17; all for NO y-band fluorescence quenching.
From these values and from Eqs. (33) and (35), the SIN for air at
(40)
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the same conditions would
ing, thus, still giving reasonable values at available laser pulse
energies. However, the application of this technique at signifi-
cantly higher densities or temperatures or both, such as in a com-
bustion process, will render it less favorable as quenching diminishes
the fluorescence signal. Hence, we conclude that even though satu-
rated signals may be achieved with two-photon excitation of N0, the
signal-to-noise ratios are large enough for fluctuating temperature
measurements only at temperatures and densities below ambient values
for most quenching environments. Nevertheless, conditions meeting
those criteria are directly opposite to those in which successful
Raman techniques have been applied, thus exemplifying the unique
features of two-photon fluorescence excitation.
C. Temperature Sensitivity and the Selection of Spectral Features
As the two-photon spectra in Figs. 1 and 5 show, line intensi-
ties in a given rotational branch are strongly dependent on the
initial state rotational quantum number, J". If we are to use the
ratio of fluorescence energy from the excitation of two initial
states to determine the temperature, as Eq. (1) suggests, then we must
either input more laser energy into the weaker transition or note that
the SIN for determining temperature, that is, the temperature sensi-
tivity, will not be the same as the SIN given in Fig. 6 for detecting
fluorescence from a single transition. In this section, we consider
the later case by assuming that both transitions receive equal excita-
tion energy and we determine the temperature measurement sensitivity.
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The results will then guide our choice of initial state transition
pairs for a given experimental condition.
To quantify the results, we note that the fluorescence energy
Ef (J") due to absorption by an initial rotational state, J", follows
the proportionality
Ef (J")	 Nill 2 J J + 1
where NJ„ is the initial rotational state population and
is the rotational line intensity factor. Halpern et al. 28 show that,
except for very low values of J", the factor .^J,J,/(21" + 1) is
only a weak function of J", especially for the intense 5 11 + R21
branch. Thus, for the purposes of this discussion, we may assume
that the variation of line intensity with J" shown in Fig. 5 for
a given rotational branch is dominated by variations in NJ,,. Then,
in general, the ratio of fluorescence energies for transitions in
the same branch will vary with temperature according to the Boltzmann
relation,
Ef (J 1 )	 (2J 1 + 1) - T [J 1 (J1 + 1) - J202 + 1)j
E f02 )	 (2J2 + 1) a	 (41)
where Ar - hBe/k is the characteristic rotational temperature for
the molecular rotor, and J 1 ,J2 denote the initial-state rotational
quantum numbers of two transitions. If we now introduce a noise
component, eJ , onto the signal so that E f (J) - NJ(l t eJ), we can
compute the corresponding noise component on temperature n J1J2
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such that its perturbed value is T(1 ± nJiJ2 ). Equation (41) then
leads to
1+eJ
1
In 1 - 
eJ2
( 1 + nJ1J2) - 1 	
9	
^	 (42)
T [J2 02 + 1) - J101 + 1)]
where n-1	 can be regarded as the temperature-S/N for the line-J1J2
pair and a-1 ,e-1 are the fluorescerce-s/N of each line.
J 1 J2
If the noise is again considered dominated by photon-statistical
noise, then e_ 1 = K[Ef (J 1 )] 1 /2 where K is a constant. We may
1
now compute the values of nJiJ2 for selected T, J 1 , and J2 by
assigning a fluorescence -S/N to the more intense transiti on and
relating a	 and a	 through Eq. (41). Note that if a-1 >> 1J 1	J2	 J1
(large fluorescence-S/N), the resulting nJ1J2 is insensitive to
the numerical value of eJ 
1 
used for the calculation, making our
choice inconsequential. Some results are shown in Fig. 7 for
E-1 = 100 for cases 0 1 = 4-1/2, T - 100 K) and 01 = 7-1/2,
1
T = 300 K). The two values of J1 selected represent the most
populated states of NO(X 2H, v" - 0) at each temperature. Thus,
larger J 1 values would result in lower temperature-S/N for all J2.
As the figure shows, temperature-S/N values up to 80% of the
fluorescence-S/N for the more intense transitions are attainable
with the proper choice of a J 11 J2 pair. For example, at T = 300 K,
the S 11 + R21 (J" = 7-1/2) transition is the most intense making
R
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S 11 + R21 (J" = 20-1/2) the optimum partner for the pair. Figure 5
shows that both lines are well isolated for spectral widths loss
than 0.5 cm-1 . Similarly, at lower temperatures, J" = 4-1 11 2 and
12-1/2 become a more sensitive pair. Isolation of the S 11 + R21
.	 (J" = 4-1/2) line will require spectral widths less than 0.2 cm-1
but transitions for all J" > 12-1/2 are well dispersed. Finally,
note that since the S 11 + R21 branch is the most intense and tran-
sitions from an adequate range of initial states can be spectrally
isolated, there is no advantage in using transitions from other
branches or from two different branches.
VI. Summary
We have described and analyzed a laser-induced fluorescence
technique that is especially suitable for measuring fluctuating
temperatures in cold turbulent flows containing very low concentra-
tions of nitric oxide. The method has been shown to be capable of
resolving temperatures below 300 K with signal-to-noise ratios
greater than 50:1 and with spatial resolution to volumes having
submillimeter dimensions. This capability is unique and outside
the range of all other nonintrusive techniques known to us for
making similar measurements. The method relies on the two-photon
excitation of selected ro-vibronic transitions in the
NO(A2 E+,v' = O E- K2H,v" = 0) Y-band spectrum. It is based on the
use of commercially available lasers operating with high peak power
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at visible wavelengths and with spectral bandwidths less than
0.5 cm-1 . Detection of the subsequent broad-band ultraviolet
fluorescence is assumed to be obscured only by photon-statistical
noise and limited by collisional quenching. Fluorescence quenching
is shown not to obviate the measurement for most conditions of
interest in supersonic turbulent flow research, but it becomes
troublesome at densities greater than ambient. The maximum signal-
to-noise ;ratios attainable are limited by transition saturation,
rather than available laser pulse energy, making excitation using
two-photon absorption equivalent in sensitivity to that attainable
with single-photon absorption. Subsequent limits are imposed by
strong field effects such as electric breakdown. The principal
advantages of two-photon excitation are (1) the relative simplicity
of tunable lasers at visible wavelengths, (2) the ease and enhanced
efficiency in spectrally isolating molecular fluorescence from
scattered laser light, and (3) the increased dispersion of some
rotational branches in the two-photon spectrum. In particular, the
latter feature gives the two-photon technique apparent greater
utility for a wider range of bulk gas densities than its single-
photon counterpart because individual collision-broadened transi-
tions remain spectrally isolated at the highest densities.
This study also includes a unified analysis of the two—photon
fluorescence excitation processes with a view toward establishing
the experimental parameters of qualitative importance. The results
I
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are applied to a preliminary laboratory determination of the two-
photon absorptivity for a single NO y-band rotational transition.
The measurement is related to the only known literature value and
found to agree within a factor of 10, in spite of significantly
different measurement techniques. The measured absorptivity allows
estimates to be made, with reasonable confidence, of the .signal-to-
noise ratios attainable for measuring temperature at a variety of
experimental conditions. It also permits establishment of the range
of conditions for which the technique is applicable and leads to a
clear identification of the most sensitive spectral features for
measuring temperatures.
Appendix: The Equivalence of Some Two-Photon Absorptivity Parameters
In an early review of two-photon absorption, Peticolas-3
described the cross section a ut in terms of the incident laser
photon flux F (photon cm 2 sec-1 ). His result is analogous to
Eq. (10). He then defined the absorptivity parameter
d - ouR/F	 (43)
and equated the fract{.onal absorption of light of intensity I
according to
` I - 6 FNLI
where N is the number density of the absorbers and L is the path
length. The parameter d has since been used widely as a measure
(44)
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of two-photon absorptivity, but primarily and mos,: correctly for
spectral systems in which the transition spectral width is very
much greater than the laser spectral width. However, in this
application where the spectral widths are comparable, its use
becomes less precise. In this appendix, we show the equivalence
of d to our ,aotation and then use the result to interpret the
notation of Hochstrasser et al. 22 Comparison of our absorptivity
measurement with that by Hochstrasser is then done without confusion
regarding numerical constants.
To develop the equivalence, we start with an alternative form of
Eq. (44) analogous to Eq. (12), viz.,
dFdz - -dN F2 ,
	 (45)
where F is the total photon flux in a single-beam experiment. The
associated spectral intensity can be written
Iwdw - hwLg(wL - w)Fdw	 (46)
where w  is the laser center-frequency and g(wL - w) is its line-
shape function. Then, by combining Eqs. (45) and (46) and comparing
with Eq. (12), with $
uk neglected, we obtain
6 - 6ukhwLg(wL - w)dw .	 (47)
Note that in the limit where the laser spectral width is very small,
compared with the transition width, we may write 6 25 6ukhwL and
our formulation is essentially identical to that of Peticolas.13
However, for other than the limiting case, the importance of defining
f.
.
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the spectral width associated with the photon flux is apparent from
Eq. (47) and from the discussion leading to Eq. (20).
Equation (47) can be combined with Eq. (11) to obtain a defini-
tion of 6 in terms of the dipole matrix element term, IM RI2.
Again, for the case in which the laser spectral width is very small,
*	
d c 23
 wL2S(wuR - 2w) I '(;(2)	 (48)
If we compare Eq. (48) with a similar relation given by Hochstrasser
et al. 22 and assume that their normalizing procedure gives a result
independent of the coherence term, G (2) , then their matrix element
notation, ( aT 12, is identical to our IM 2 with no extraneous
constants and the numerical values of each may be compared directly.
The authors are grateful for the assistance of Dr. J. 0. Arnold
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Table I. Conditions for the SIN Calculations in Figure 6.
Transition:	 S11 + R21-0" = 7-1/2), T  . 216 ns
QUx c 14 J2 /cm4 , gR/gu a 0.8, A = 451.7 nm
NO concentration: 	 250 ppm NO in 0.1 amagat N2 at 300 K
Nk °	1.6 x 10 13 cm- 3 , T f /Tc = 2.2
Spectral widths:
	 Awuk = 0.1 cm 1 Doppler broadened
Detection optics:
	 Collection efficiency, ¢ = 0.01
Photocathode quantum efficiency, n = 0.1
Path length, L = 1 mm
Laser source:	 Gaussian waveform, full width at half height,
At = 5 ns
p
AwL = 0.1 cm-1
G( 2) = 2
r
bI.
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rFigure Captions
Fig. 1. NO(A2E+, v 	 0 .0- X2II, V,, 	 0) absorption spectr_
T - 300 K. Relative line absorptivities are plotted
without consideration of spectral overlap from adjacent
transitions. Two-photon rotational line intensity factors
are from Halpern et al.28
Fig. 2. Two-photon laser excitation of NO fluorescence.
Fig. 3. Dual-excitation fluorescence-signal waveform.
Fig. 4. Dual-excitation laser system.
Fig. 5. Synthetic rotational line spectrum for the
NO(A2 E+, v' = 0 *_ X 2II, v" - 0) band at 300 K. Line
spectral widths are 0.2 cm 1 . Identifications give the
value of J" - 1/2.
Fig. 6. Fluorescence signal-to-noise ratios for two-photon excita-
tion of the NO(A2 E+, v' - 0 {- X'H 1 / 2 , v" = 0), S 11 + R21
(J" = 7-1/2) transition at typical supersonic flaw
conditions. Concentration is 250 ppm NO in 0.1 amagat N2.
Other conditions are given in Table I.
Fig. 7. Temperature signal-to-noise ratios based on a fluorescence-
SIN = 100 for the transition of greatest intensity in the
J 1 ,J2 pair.
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